
estival of Women's Films
opened and is going strong at the
Fifth Avenue Cinema, but I notice
the festival is being large, ig-
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God came into the room and go
so angry with Siegel for not giving
enough trust and honor to his
images, for peppering them all up
with music, that He (God) cut
Siegel's sound off, and the images
were then silent, by themselves,
making their own music . But then
the creator (Siegel) spoke
through the mike, apologizing for
U tape -jnrung out, and cut the
t- off, That was the end of
that.
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dire, of course, it helps to flood
t smoke and came close to - the room with smokes, incense of

any kind, and place everybody in
Meying position, so that now you

it, now you don't . But even
when I look at art, I want my air
clean, my lungs perfect, my body
awake, my mind awake . I must
pay that much respect to the ar-
,tist and his work .

I looked at the place, and I saw
people lying on the floor, on cush-
Ans, all over the place, the air
thick with incense, and the eight
monitors blinking euphorically ;
and I thought, yes, this is what

I they must mean, whpn
`that art is the opium a
Yale . Here was a Videa 01
Even when Abble 11off-
actuaily snorinE .
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